
– Automatically follows and films all individual players simultaneously.
– Covers the whole training session or entire match from start to finish.
– Offers live video streaming and analyzing tools for trainers & coaches.
– Allows insight into physical, tactical, statistical and technical matters.
– Generates live graphics, statistics & multi directional game high lights.
– Enables second screen and interactive television viewing at home.
– Provides additional tools for facility safety & security analysis purposes.

TapeMyDay - Performance

The new generation track and trace sports analysis system for:
Sports Facilities, Team Sports, Individual Athletes, Trainers, Me-
dia, at home viewers and more.

TapeMyDay - Performance is a fully automatic players analysis 
system. The video system is capable of following and analysing 
all individual players simultaneously. TapeMyDay - Performance 
is able to do this by using industrial cameras combined with 
unique track and trace software.

Contrary to many other systems there is no need for a sensor or 
transmitter. As a result, it can be applied during the training as 
well as during a match. The following of all individual players is 
exclusively accomplished by the cameras and the correspon-
ding software. By working with multiple cameras, players can be 
identified faster and images from different viewing angles can 
be combined.
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Pictures

The TapeMyDay - Performance system is capable of following all players and 
referee(s) simultaneously. Subsequently a personal film can be made of each 
and every player covering the entire training or match. These pictures are 
linked to points in time and can for example comprise attacking and defensive 
actions and switchover situations.
As all players are being followed individually, it is possible to analyse all the 
player’s actions (individually or as a group) at any moment in time, e.g. to study 
and review all play situations. Every moment of a match or training situation is 
supported by images accumulated from two different camera positions. The 
trainer can review any single player at any single moment.

Analysis

Various statistical information is generated of each individual player, such as 
distance covered, average and maximum speed and any combinations thereof. 
This information is coupled to points in time, which allows activities, efforts and 
apparent tiredness to be made evident. The system can also simply determine 
the mutual distance between players. All this data is stored in a database and 
can be compared and/or combined enabling a simple and effective analysis of 
and comparison between players.

Operation

An “intelligent interface” further enables the trainer to edit the player’s video 
images, such as “marking, selecting and moving”. This option allows the trainer 
to visualise situations should a particular player have been positioned different-
ly in the field.

It is also possible to make time related notes and simple analysis as well as to 
view live graphics and statistics during a game. Apart from using an Ipad the 
trainer can also watch the information on a separate computer and share this 
with the players.

Summary

The TapeMyDay - Performance system offers insight into physical, tactical, stati-
stical and technical matters of individual performance and/or interaction between 
players and teams during and after a training or match in a simple, fast and pre-
cise way.


